SPEAKER, AUTHOR, LIFE COACH

Jill Monaco is the founder of Jill Monaco Ministries
and has a passion to encourage people to pursue
the presence of God.
As a vibrant keynote speaker, author and certified
life coach, Jill has inspired audiences large and
small to experience the heart of God. She is known
for captivating audiences with her high-energy,

Love is powerful
when it comes to
you, is cultivated in
you and
communicated
through you.
- Jill Monaco

humorous approach to life’s serious issues. Her
faith-filled and transparent stories encourage
listeners to become all that God has created and
redeemed them to be.
Jill's message of experiencing the love of Father
God comes from a place of deep personal need.
She encountered God's healing presence as she
overcame fear of rejection, shame and insecurity.
Now, she shares a message of faith, hope and love.
Jill has spoken to audiences from 100 to 70,000.
She has shared at Harvest Bible Chapel in Rolling
Meadows IL, the Dove Award Luncheon, Creation
Fest, Disney Night of Joy, Experience Conference,
Willow Creek Church in Barrington, IL and more.

ENDORSEMENTS
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KEYNOTE MESSAGES
OVERCOMING REJECTION
Everyone has experienced rejection in one way or another. Some seem to grow stronger from
it. Others find it happens over and over and continue to experience further rejection.
What differentiates these two kinds of people, and how can we be free from the pain and
pattern of rejection?

WALKING IN LOVE
We often want to be loving or do loving
things, but what does it look like to
actually just BE love? Learn four things
that release love into your life so it can
overflow to others. You won’t
hesitate to give anything away after
knowing how to BE love to others
around you.

ADVENTURES WITH GOD
In the course of seven months, Jill traveled across country by herself in her car – from NYC to
LA. Hear how she wrestled with saying yes to the call, walked in faith for financial provision,
shared the Gospel and saw people healed just like the disciples did in Luke 9. Learn how God
longs to reveal himself in new ways to you. And how everyone has the opportunity to
experience a Kingdom lifestyle without leaving home. Jill is also currently writing a book about
her journey.

ENTERING YOUR PROMISE
When life circumstances change in a moment or drastically in a season, you are in the process
of transition. You find yourself between the painful past and the hopeful future. What does the
life of Abraham tell us about how to hope again and continue to believe the promises of God?
What can we learn about our expectations and limitations in the midst of abundance or lack?
Discover the three things you need to do to enter a land of promise with God.
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CONNECT
JillMonaco.com

facebook.com/jillmonacoministries
instagram.com/jillmonaco
twitter.com/jillmonaco

youtube.com/jillmonaco

BOOKING INQUIRIES
817-668-JILL (5455)
jill@jillmonaco.com

